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U.S. REPORTS MILITARY SATELLITES
TO U.N. REGISTRY

The United Nations Space Registry revealed on October
9tk that the United States had reported to it a total of 66
launchings as of August 15, 1962. These included 25 launch-
ings of NASA vehicles and 41 by the U. S. Military Services.

The U. N. Registry was originally recommended by the
U. S. in the meetings of the Committee on Peaceful Uses of
Outer Space and finally set up last February by a resolution
of the General Assembly. All objects placed ‘into orbit or
beyond’7 were to be reported to the Registry and thereby
made public.

In September, Platen D. frforozov, the Soviet representative
to the committee accused the United States of not reporting
all of its space flights and referred to magazine reports as
evidence concerning secret spy flights launched by the U. S.
Air Force. In particular, he referred to an article in “Flight
International,” a British magazine, that claimed the U. S.
Air Force had launched 20 “secret>$ satellites since last
November. six of which were “Drobahlv’> ,%mms vehicles
which supposedly carry devices fo; recomiaissanee similar to

in the U.N.
The U. S. reports to the U. N. Registry were started after

the February 30 flight of Glenn and have been giving the
same information fo; b?th ,NASA and Military yehicles—
narne~ date, per]od, mchnat]on,, space and perigee, and in
addltlon, functional catego~y (i%gh~ development techmque,
space research, etc. ). The mf ormatlon dwolosed in the U. S.
reports apparently is the outcome of a struggle between the
Stat? Department and the Pentagon. NASA launchings of
coqrse had been widely publicized, whereas the Air Force,
yhlle anpouncmg Iaunchmgs gave no orbital or identifying
mformatlon. The State Department thus has succeeded in
p~rsuading the. Pentagon to submit, similar information on
mdhry launchings to that being. gwen for NASA vehicles.

WORLD ATOM AGENCY CARRIES ON
The Sept. 21 issue of “Science” reports that “the Inter-

national Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) is visibly stunted
as it starts its sixth year, but it is very muck alive and far
more robust than anyone had a right to expect.’?

,<The ~=n,.y, which developed from former President Eisen-
hower’s Atoms for Peace ,proposal, is at the mercy of the two
major nuclear powers, neither of which has taken any special
pains ‘m foster its growth. Whale the United States has
given tbe agency considerably more support and respect than
the Soviet Union has, both countries have demonstrated that
~hey do, not eons;der IAEA to be in the nminstmam of
mternatmnal atomm matters. At ,the same time, the behavior
of both suggests that they think It a good idea to have IAEA
in existence, and hopefully, the United States is showing
increxed interest in enhancing the role of the agency. The
Soviets, meanwhile,, have been steadfastly maintaining a
moderately cooperatmely attitude.

“Prospects for the agency’s future thus range from oblivion
to the possibility, viewed with guarded hope, that should a
Soviet-American nuclear arrangement be worked out, IAEA
would play a significant role in policing it. In the prevailing
chill of the Cold War, and in the light of France% and
China’s determination to acquire nuclea< arsenals, the peace-

(Continued on Page 3)

DISARMAMENT: AFTER CUBA
The Cuban crisis and its aftermath have so far had one

abundantly clear effect: arms control negotiations and policies
have been thoroughly shaken up, and new policies, and prob-
lems, will have to be taken up in months to come. The
Kennedy-Khrushchev correspondence over Cuba. emphasized
new ei?orts towards arms control. and necotiatiom on e’eneral
disarmament and on a test ban ti.eaty m. about to msi”me in
Geneva. The U.N. General Assembly also is concentrating
on these issues.

The General Assembly$s Political Committee has ended
over a month o! debate by approving two re.solutions urging
prompt conclusmn of a test ban treaty (texts in N.Y. Times,
11/6). The first, drafted by 37 States, calls for cessation of
all tests. by next Januaxy 1. It endomes the menmwmdwn
by the eight neutrals at Geneva as the basis for negotiations
by the nuc!ear Powers. (See May Newsletter: the memor-
andum ayolded details on the crucial issue of on-site inter.
national mspectum of suspicious seismic events.) If total
agreement is not reached by the cutoff date, the resolution
recommends an agreement banning air, water, and space
tests PIUS “an interim arrangement suspending all under-
ground tests?’ At the behest of the U.S. and U.K., the
provision for a suspension refers to a system for effective
identification of seismic events. The Committee approved the
resolution without negative votes, but all nuclear powers
abstained.

The second resolution, drafted by the U.S. and U.K. em.
bodies their main proposals for a total ban with “inter-
national verification,, or a partial ban without controls. It
was approved by a vote of 50 to 12 (Soviet bloc) with 42
shst,amfiions.-.. .. ..... ...

The eighteen-nation Disarmament Conference will resume
its meetings on Noyember 26: under ~ressure f mm the U.S.
and many U.N. members for early negotiations, the Soviet
Union dropped an effort to postpone the meeting until the
General Assembly had completed its current review of dis-

However, tbe three-Power negotiations seemed to be head-
ing into a new argument concerning the possibilities of using
unmanned, sealed equipment to record seismic data, with the
“black boxes” being dehvered for periodic checks hy an inter-
national authority, which would also receive and analyze the
records.

(In the earlier negotiations concerning control posts for
detecting underground tests, the U.S. had suggested un-
nw+ed st+ions might supplement international control posts
and mspectrcms.)

At the unofficial Pugwash Conference last September, I??.
view of this idea led to a ,st?teniat by three American and
three Soviet scientists, outh?mg a la~ge-scale system of auto.
matic recording stations, wn~hthe a?m of providing sullicient
seismic data “so that the international control mmrni s.i.n

(Continued on Page 4)
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF F.A.S.

Domestic science Legislation

ihnt for several- years.
When the Soviets exploded their first nuclear device in the

fall of 1949, FAS called for ? new effort at internatioml
control but the govemunent deuded to make H-bombs instead.
The Federation suggested that the Bamwb plan was out of
date and urged that c@.rol of atqmic energy b? merged with
general disarmament .m the UN dlscus~ons, as It shortly was.
The Council declared that bigger weapons would not lead to
security, when the first H-test was announced in November
1952.

Stalin died in 1953 and the Soviets began to take a more
conciliatory stand toward disarmament. Dave Ingliss and an
FAS committee sug ested a test ban as a first stap in 1954.

8A big educational e o- was appropriate at this time, when
megatons came into being and the government was reluctant
to disclos~ we facts about fallout, but there i$ little on
record to md+aw that FAS was studying and being critical
of the negotmtlons during 1955 and 1956. Ralph LaPP
deserves suecial credit for his educational work at that time.

Shortly after fallout from the Eniwetok tests was revealed,

.
A nati&l s;imce foundation was a to ic at the first FAS ~

c?Council meeting in 1946. As action was elayed in Congress,
FAS set up an interscience committee of broad scope and
continued to work for the bill until it was finally passed in
i WA. . . .

In 1953 the Secretary of Commerce fired the Head of the
National Bureau of Standards because his scientists found
a cdain battery additive useless. FAS led the defense of
Dr. Astin and, of course, the entire scientific community
joined in.

In 1956 M. S. Livingston and Don Hughes argued for less
.wcrecy in testimony before the Moss subcommittee. In 1959
we urged that responsibility for radiation safety measm.es
be transferrai from the AEC to the Dept: of Health, Edu@
tion and Welfare. Recently FAS omnmttew have studied
some aspects of federal support of scie”m and of education.

Repeatedly FAS has opposed ,extension of loyalty and
security procedures beyond ++@ied areas, such as a re.
quirement for FBI investigation of AEC fellows in 1949, the
California University oath, Dept. of Commerce export regu- .-.
Iations and Dept. of HEW denial of research erants on sus-
picion of disloyalty.

-.

Related, to this have been problems with visas and pass-
Dorts. whmh have occumed FAS committees since 1951.

(Due to space limitations, the balance of W. A. Higin-
botbam’s brief history will appear in a subsequent issue.)
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WORLD ATOM AGENCY
(COntinueil frOm Page 1)

keeping mle for IAEA is so obscured by uncertainties as to
be indefinable. But through thick and thin during the past
half-decade the Soviet Union and the United States have
shown a willingness to keep the Cold War from obliterating
the agency. Whatever the motives may be, the effect has
been to maintain a bridge between the American and the
Russian nuclear establishment.s,,for IAEA, though relatively
unpublicized, is the only wgamzatim where scientists from
the two nations regularlywork side by side. At present
there are some 30 American and 15 Soviet scientists at the
agency’s headqua,rtem, well mixed together in about a dozen
sections. As has been the case elsewhere. they cet alone
extremely well.

Establishment and AccomDIishments
“IAEA, a ‘77-nation specialized age~cyof the United Na.

tions, came into existence during the brief East-West thaw
of the mid-1950s, charged? optimistically, witk spreading the
peaceful benefits of atomw energy and making certain that
the results did not contribute to the spread of nuclear we%
pens. To get the agency off b a good start the United
States, annomwed.that it would make .available 5000 kilo-
grams of UZ85 for IAEA to distribut+and keep under sur.
veihmce-in the promotion of atomic energy. The Soviet
Union pledged 50 kilograms, and the United Ringdom offered
another 20.

qt Soon became apparent, however, that there were sefiOus
deficiencies in both the scientific and the political assumptions
underlying establishment of the agency. IAEA’s role was
linked to the unrealistic expectation that the widespread use
of atomic energy was just a few years off. On the basis
of this belief, it was expectef that the agency, in return for
helping to bring atomic power to the nonnuclear nations,
would exact the right to conduct inspections to guarantee
that the materials and technology it supplied were not being
diverted to the production of weapons-grade plutonium. The
optimistic forecasts about the arrival of atomic power have
not been borne out,, thus the agency has been revented from

%“assuming a guardmnsbip role (so far it has stnbuted jw+t
70 kilograms of U285), and in the instances where atomic
Dower has been achieved tlis has been accomplished without
IAEA assistance. Furthermore, after the agency had been
set up, neither the LTnitedStates nor the Soviet Union showd
any entlmsiasm for bringing it into %e programs under
which they provide nuclear training and materials for other
nations. On the American side at least, this situation has
arisen partially because underdeveloped nations have come to
regard IAEA guardianship as reflectii adversely on their
trustworthiness. In the competition between East and West
for scientific ties with the new nations, IAEA has thus beem
left out. The United States, for example, has about 40
bilateral agreements wider which it alone is responsible for
maintdning safeguards over the materials it provides. IAEA,
meanwhile, has provided.. materials for research reactors in
Norway, Yugoslavia, Finland, and Pakistan, and along with
responsibility for supplying the materials, has acquired the
right to conduct inspections. However, outside of these na-
tions, whose nuclear intentions ha~e not aroused any notice-
able concern, the agency has been politically as well as
technically blocked from assuming a role of responsibility
for keeDinE atomic eneraw neacef”l.,,

Rece;tlyl in an effor;”to- show that inspection does not
hurt and also to give IAEA experience in developing ins~ec-
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tion procedures, the United States opened four small experi-
mental reactors to IAEA inspectors (See Newsletter Vol.
14, No. 3). The Soviets, to no one% surprise, failed to
respond in a similar fashion, as did the French, who, in
promoting their own atomic weapons program, have turned
their backs cm the agency% inspection role. A recent disturb-
ing item is the fact that India, in shopping for a 300,000-
kilowatt reactor, has told the Unitid States that it refuses
to accept IAEA safeguards as a condition for obtaining the
reactor from American sources. The Administration has shied
away from this uroDosal since it would undercut IAEA%
statire at a vital poid in the agency’s existence.

With IAEA so far able to play only a limited role in
safeguarding the peaceful nature of atomic energy, the
agency has meanwhile turned itself into an extremely busy
and significant se,rvice organization for dealing with such
problems of atomw energy as health and safety regulation,
waste management, legal concepts, and wotope standardiza-
tion. In working on these roblems, the agency, in its short

?history, has sponsored near y 1S00 fellowships, has provided
short courses for 1500 trainees, has organized 60 seient.kic
conferences and seminars, and has awarded 140 research
contracts among its member states. Its staff now numbers
600 persons, incbud~ 230 professionals, It operates a small
laboratory on the outskirts of Vienna, and it is associated
with the operation of the Norwegian Institute for Atomic
Research and the French Oceano~aphic Institute, in Monaco.

Future. Outlook
Just where IAEA goes from here is a question to which

there is no ready answer. At the agency% sixth General
Conference at Vienna in September, U. S. Atomic Energy
Commission Chairman Glenn T. Seaborg reatlinned strong
United States support for IAEA and its program. Chairman
Seaborg referred to the so-called Smyth Report, a review of
U. S. relations with the IAEA, which was made at the request
of the State Department by a committee headed by Henry
D. Smyth, chairman of the research board at Princeton Uni-
versity and U. S. Representative to the IAEA. Accord~ to
Chairman Seaborg, ,the spechic recommendations of the
Smyth report are st+ll under review by the Administration
but “the general thesis of strong U. S. support for the MEA
M fully accepted by my Government,,. A principal ccmchsion
of Smyth’s co~lttee was that, with economic nu&ar power
almost a reaht.y, the Administration should seek to enlarge
the agency’s role to enable it to provide safeguards against
the diversion of nuclear materials to military purposes.
(Science, 9/21 and AEC Release 9/20).

The sixth General Conference of IAEA concluded with a
pledge to improve East-West cooperation in the peaceful use
of the atom for the benefit of developing countries. The
venture involves two major projects. One is a long-tam
planning progrean which the Agency decided to contribute
to the U.N. “developing decade” plan to make atomic power
competitive where coal and hydroelectric resouwes are de-
creasing. The plan, now under study to cover the 1964-69
period, will be submitted to the General Conference next
year. The other project is a short-term one proposed by the
Soviet Union—and welcomed in principle by the West-for
joint establishment and financing of health centers and physi.
ml laboratories, eqmpped with nuclear apparatus, in under-
developed areas. The Communist bloc yohmteemd to con-
tribute mm-third of the costs and & Cotierence deeid~ ~
forward the proposal to the Bwmd of Governors, which will
deeide how the remaining two-thirds will be financed and
where the establishments will be located. Political questions
were kept at a minimum at the Conference, makii it the
mo$t harmonious in the Agency>s history. East-West issues
erupted only when Communist China was again barred from
membership by majority vote (W. Post, 9/27).

CLEVELAND MEETING CANCELLED

The Executive Committee cancelled the FAS Council
meeting scheduled over the Thanksgiving Weekemd in
Cleveland.

Please note now that the Council will meet in New
York City on January 26-26, 1963, and send suggested
agenda items, statements, ett., to the Washington office
promptly.

Please phm to attend.
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A CHANGE IN ;~C);W&DISARMAMENT

The following letter, dated Sept. 24, 1962, appeared in the
New York Times:
Dear Sir:

In our preoccupation with the ‘&rocket rattling” o~er Cuba
indulged in by the Soviet Union’s Foreign Minister Gromyko
in his speech before the United Nations General Assembly
(N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 22), I hope we shall not overlook a
statement of great significance, on the subject of disarma-
ment, made in the same speech: “. . . the Soviet Union agrees
that in the process of destroying nuclear weapons dehyery
vehicles at the first stage exception be made for a stictly
limited and agreed number of global (intercontinental) mis-
siles, anti-missile miss~les, and anti-aircraft missiles of the
ground-to-air type which would remain at the disposal of
the U.S.S.R. and the United States alone. Thus for a definite
period, the means of defense would remain in case someone

ventures to violate the treaty and conceal missiles or
io.mist aircrafk”

This sounds very much like the concept of a “minimum
deterrent” advocated by a..eat many Westew ProPone?!ts
of arms control and disarmament as the most hopeful means
for getting started along the Path of comprehensive and
controlled disarmament. As such, it represents a major
change in the position of the Soviet Government. If ap-
proached seriously by both sides, this concept could provide
the basis for real progress towards the disarmament we botb
profess to desire.

The minimum deterrent aims at the achievement of rough
parity in nuclear capability, at the lowest possible levels
consistent with the provision of assurance that neither side
could initiate a nuclear war wthout stiering unacceptable
retaliatory damage. But the negotiation of an agreement
on this basis will reauire the readiness on both sides to
forego other aspects of our present military policies.

~us, ,tie U.S.S.R. must be prepared to sacrtice its present
superior@ in conventional armed forces and armaments in
Europe, against which much of our nuclear capability has
been developed and is being deployed, if they are to expect
NATO to relinquish the nuclear aspect of. its “shield?’ This
could be accomplished by an agreed reduction of conventional
forces to roughly equal defensive levels. Furthermore, if the
numbers of remaining nuclear delivery vehicles are to be
kept small, the Russians must be prepared to supplement
currentlv av~ilable national sources of information on these
number; with other effective means of verification to assure
us that the agreed upon numbers are not being augmented
by significant clandestine production or secreting of non-
declared weapons. Studies on both sides indicate that appro-
priate measures of verification can be devised which will
kot unduly compromise the legitimate role of secrecy as a
means of enhancing the invulnerability of defensive nuclear
weapons.
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On our side, we must be prepared to forego the temporary
advantages of the “missile gap in reverse” and to accept the
negotiated reduction of delivery vehicles to levels of rough
parity, even though this implies relinquishment of our cur-
rent “counter-force” nuclear strategy (a strategy whose suc-
cess demands appreciable numerical superiority on our side).
Furthermore. if the minimum deterrent is to have am attrac-
tion to, the Russians, we must be prepared to talk if levels
appr~clably less than those now planned. And we must re-
linquish rehance on the threat of introduction of nuclear
weapons to deter conventional conflicts (I.e., the offensive
asmects of our NATO shield).

klkouzh a first staxe dis&mament ameement based on a
minimum- deterrent w;uld not settle the problems arising
from current political disagreements between the major Pow-
ers, it would facilitate a military disengagement in the most
sensitive areas. Conversely, an agreement (even tacit) to
forexo force in the settlement of outstandim? oolitical issues
wourd greatly enhance the prospects for ,?-kirge-scale con-
trolled reduction of present nuclear capablhties.

The minimum deterrent should be thought of as a means
of, pwm~tting the rapid reduction of nuclear arms, thereby
ehrnmatmg many of tbe present tensions which arise from
the arms race. Its attainment would have the effect of reduc-
ing radically many & the present dangers of large-sca+e
nuclear war by accident, miscalculation, escalation, or mad de-
sign. It is not general and complete disarmament. It is
probably not even a stable arrangement in the long run. But
it wmld provide that interrim military stability which would
enable our leaders to start to cope with tbe vast political,
economic and social problems which must be solved if com-
prehensive disarmament is to be achieved. And it would
remove the awful threat of nuclear Armageddon which now
hangs over all confrontations between East and West. It is
imp&ative that our leaders explore, with open minds and
hopeful intent, this new and challenging opportunity for a
major breakthrough in the frustrating disamnament dialogue.

Bernard T. Feld
Cambridge, Massachusetts

,-,

DISARMAMENT
(From Page 1)

will need to reques~ very few on-site inspections.” (Text in
Bull. of Atomic Smentists, Nor. 1962, p: 40.)

Since then, there have been repeated SKIE of official Soviet
interest in such a plan, as ? solution of the impasse ?ver
on-site inspection. The plan M under study by U. S., ofic@s,
but press reports so far emphasize that many d]fficultles
would arise in installing such a system and making it tamper-
proof. The proposal has not yet been raised in the negotia-
tions on a test ban treaty. E,owever, the U.S. apparently
is strongly opposed to the So?net concept of, “inspection by
invitation” and, conq?rned @ uphold the principle of man-
datory internatuxd mspechon.
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